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1. For the reasons set out below, the decision of t? e

disability appeal tribunal ("the DAT") given on 22 Apri1 1992 is
not erroneous in pOint of law, and accordingly this appeal fails.

2. Qn 22 April 1992 the DAI'ecided that the c'imant was not

entitled to mobility allowance. They made the following findings

of fact
"The appellant claimed Mobility Allowance on 15.02,1991.
On the 12.07.9l she was examined by a Medical Practitioner,
who reported that the appellant was not unable to walk or

virtually unable to do so.
On the 17.09.91 the appellant was exanined by a Medical

Board who confirmed .....the opinion of the Medical

practitioner. The appellant suffers from Osteo-arthritis
to the knees, and a Calcaneus spur. She is able to walk

slowly, although sometimes ahe has assistance,"

The tribunal gave as .~rie reasons fOr their deCision the following

"The appellant ia not unable to walk or virtually unable to
do so. Further, the Tribunal accepts, on the balance of
probabilities, the medical evidence that the appellant can

make progress on foot without severe discomfort, and do not

consider that the exertion required to walk would constitute
a danger to her life or would be likely to lead to a serious
deterioratior.- in her health. Regulation 3, MObility

Allowance applied."



I see nothing wrong in law with the tribunal's decision,

3. A d'sability appeal tribuna», unlike a medical appeal

tribunal, are not an expert body, although

timey

do have the

benefit of guidance from one member who is a doctor. They are

not permitted to carry out anv medical examination, and

e r

t
r

1

accordingly have to reach their determination on such evidence

as is before them. Where, as in the present case, they have the

advantage of med'cal reports from a medical practitioner and from

a medical board, t..ey will rely heavilv thereon. In the present

instance both the medical practitioner and the medical beard were

satisfied that the claimant was no. unable to walk or v rtually

unable to do so. .hey set out the tests that ther had applied

in considering the claimant's walking Capacity and they described

her medical condition. Using, then, their medical experti e,

both the med'cal practitioner and the medical board were

satisfied that the claimant was not virtually unable to walk,

having regard to the distance over whi h she could make progress

on foot without discomfort, :he speed at which she could make

progress on foot wi"haut dis omfort, the length of time for which

she could make progress on foot without severe discomfort, and

the manner in which she could make progress on foot without

severe discomfort. Moreover, they were satisfied that the

claimant's physical condition as a whole was not. such that the

exertion required to welk would const'tuta a danger to her health

or would be likely to lead to serious deterioration in her

health. 'She question of deafness and blindness did not arise in

the present case. In the light of their medical 3udgment, the

tribunal not unnaturally reached the conclusion that the claimant

did not satisfy the medical conditions for an award of mobility

allowance, and decided as a result that she was not en itled to

the allowance.

4. Somewhat surprisingly, the ad3udication of Nicer now

concerned supports the appeal. In the course of his observations

he proceeds on the basis that the tribunal were an expert body.

This is a misconception. As stated above, although the tribunal

5@ have the assistance of a doctor as a member, they are not the

as a medical appeal tribunal. Accordingly, where they have

bet efit of medical reports on the claimant 8 walking

4igQcity, it would, in my 3udynent, be very unusual for them to

4+art from the conclusion of the medical author i ties as to the

eghfmant's walking capacity. ThIN will, of course, be concerned

vfth such matters as whether or not the claimant had a fair

rtunity of presenting his or her case to the relevant medical

aethorities or whether the latter properly construed the relevant

5kyvlations, matters which are clearly legal issues; but they

vg,l not be concerned with any medical )udgment as to the

claimant's physical abilities, Horeover they must assume, unless

there < .something a~indicate to tha rontrarv, that the medicaT

adthoritiae have taken into a-count all relevant. medical

cgesiderations, and have given due weight to all the contentions

the claimant as to his Or her medical condition. Further, as

Qe tribunal. cannot themselves test the claimant's walking

capacity, normal~i they are in ro position to give proper weight

to further evidences presented to them by the claimant. Isch"



evidence should have been produCed ta the medical authorities

If, hOWeVer, they entertain the OpiniOn that the reW evidenCe

might, had it been presented to the medical authorities at the

relevant time, have influenced thai de ision, thev should

adjourn their determination, and seek a further report fror.. ore /[

or more of the medical au horities. If, in the alternative,

they con .ider that such evidence would, or. the balance of

?

probabilities, have had no practical bearing or. the issue, then

they can proceed to a final determination.

5. In support of the appeal, the adjudicati n officer now

".corcerned contends that the ribunal made no findings as to the

::-'."alleged propensity of the claimant occasionally to fall. This

would not seem to have been a matter raised before the medical

r "Lorities in this case, but such a propensity would seem tc, me

se normally irrelevant, Many people are liable to fall, but

are still perfectly capable of walking, It would only be in the

most extreme case that the propensity to fall was of such

significance that 't operated to render the person concerned

virtually unable to walk. If this was the position, then the

matter should have been ventilated before the medical

authorities. Indeed, if a condition af this gravity existed,

is difficult to see how it would have escaped the attention

of those authorities. But, in any event, in the present case

there was nothing ta suggest that any propensity ta fall was

condition of this magnitude. Accordingly, there was no need far

the tribunal in the present case ta defer their ]udgment until

the medical authorities had considered the claimant's alleged

condition and determined whether it affected their previous

oonclusian.

S, The adjudicatian officer now concerned then goes on ta
)

submit, as follaws

"12. Regulatian 3( 1 ) ( a ) ( ii ) of the Mobility Allowance

Regulatians 1975 clearly imports that a person may be forced

to be virtually incapable to walk if he is lim'ted in one

or more of the various ways mentioned in that regulation in

making progress on foot without severe discomfort.
Consequently it is incumbent on the GAT to record findings

on each ef the factual tests in Ragulation 3(1){a)(i'.
This premise is supported in Commissioner's

deCieiOn Vh 215/l988. It iS Submitted that the DAT have nat

provided a finding on each of'he factual tests and these
omissions cconstitute an error in law."

I totally reject that submission. All that the DAT were required

to determine was whether or not the claimant qualified for
mobility allowance. The medical practitioner and medic l bo d

e specific findings on all the matters referred ta in their
e ca ar

detailed reports, and in the light of their analysis reached the
conclusion they did. The tribunal simply accepted their
determination.

7. The next contention made by the adjudication officer now

concerned reads as follows



"13. Although h:evity does not of itself constitute an error

of law i is submitted that a DAT are carryirg ou a

Judicial function and have the duty to evaluate all the

re3.event evidence, and to provide a s ateri:ent of their

reasor,s for decision 'ncl uding find'rgs or. all questions of

fact materiel to it. Tne Chief Commissioner in CM/103/64

r.oted that failure by a DAT to make. f" ndings spec' ically

with regard to a cia-'ment' cutdoor walking ability (no

matter ' wha t manner eg by an indoor test '} -hey determine

that bility was an error of law. It is subm'ted that the

DAT in this case have recorded no findings specifical'y

with regard to the claimant's outdoor walkir..g ability and

that this omission constitutes an error of law."

This criticism would seem to be more applicable, i f applica

at all, to the old medical appeal tribunal who actually carried

out the relevant est and in the light of it made the relevant

determination. ".low, the decision ' made by a DAT, who do not

carry out any medical examination. The medical findings of both

the medical practitioner and the medica3. hoard p acceded on the

basis that their findings related to t'e oirtdoor ~alking ability

of the claimant, and ertainly in the case of the medical

practitioner, arid by implication the medica'oard, the test was

carried out in the open. Accordingly, there is absolutely

nothing in the adjudication officer's submission.

8. The ad3udication officer now concerried goes on to support

the appeal on a further ground. She says

"l4. It is further submitted that a persoif whose walking

ability fluctuates may q ulaify for the allowance if teak n

as a whole har condition is such that she can be onsiderod

virtually unable to walk. lt is submitted that the DAT

have not recorded any findings on this point.

15. There was evidence before the OAT that the claimant

had 'good days'."

I also re]ect that submission.

9. There is nothing strange in a claimant's condition varying

from day to day. The medical authorities are perfectly well

aware of that, and assess the claimantis condition on that basis.

at the time that they conduct their test, there is any

assertion that the claimar.t's condition is atypica3., they must,

of course, bear that in mind and deal with it. In the present

case, there was no such suggestion. Accordingly, the OAT were

entitled to rely on the conclusion reached by the medical

authorities.

10. It Ollows from what has been said above that I see no

respect in which it can be said that the tribunal erred in point

of law, and accordingly I have no hesitation in dismissing this

appeal.



however, Defore eav'ng this ma t r, I shou d1 '; + ~ I ' d mention that
f n appeal from zn ad1udication officer, which is

whol'y w"tnout force can on'v serve to give the claimant hope
~CI

where there can be none, and to be the unnecessary ause o

diSappointment. M]u+ication officers should, ther~. 'r.-., be

cautious about giving support to an appe 1 unless '- .:~~e

really sound grounds for so doing.

(Signed) D.G. Rice
Coaueiasi.oner

( Date) 2 Jure 1993


